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Q: How to add metadata to an Image Class I am trying to create a service layer for my desktop application in Java. So I'm creating an Image class which takes a Filename as a parameter. Now I have to get all the metadata such as creation date, last modified date, file type etc out of the
metadata stored in my database and store it with the image object. The problem is, I can't find anything related to this on Google so I might be asking a silly question, but what should be my approach to add this metadata? I thought of using a hash map or a database table, but how can I make

sure that my metadata is being stored in my hash or database table? Thanks for your help! EDIT: My idea is, my application stores the metadata I need into a database table(or hash map), and then when I want to get the metadata I need I query the database, and take my image, hash the
image, hash the metadata and see if the hash values match, if they do, then I know the metadata was saved and I can access it. A: The metadata you seem to be looking for are parts of the Exif data. The following link explains how the metadata is split up You can read the metadata of an image
using the so called EXIFInterface. You can find an example here Ask HN: advice for a self-published author in need of a book cover? - pistoriusp I'm working on my first book and have come across a tough spot regarding the cover design. I've read a lot about book covers here on HN, but none of

the advice I have seen is very applicable to the situation I'm in.I'm assuming most of you have seen the classic green, light blue and purple cover design, but for the one that comes closest to the kind of cover I want, it is for a slightly older book that will be hard to differentiate from the gold
cover that I'd like to have.The problem I'm facing is that I already have an idea for a cover (that makes sense to me), but my art director doesn't share my opinion and thinks it looks too plain and dull e79caf774b
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void SetWindowText(HWND hWnd, const char *Text) { if(!hWnd) return; SetWindowText(hWnd, (LPCWSTR)Text); } void DrawBackground(HDC hDC, const RECT *rect, HBRUSH brush, HFONT font) { if(!rect) return; return (RECT)DrawText(hDC, (LPCTSTR)rect->left, rect->top, (DWORD)rect->right -

(DWORD)rect->left, (DWORD)rect->bottom - (DWORD)rect->top, (DWORD)0xFFFFFFFF, font); } void DrawText(HDC hDC, LPCWSTR Text, int X, int Y) { if(!Text) return; return (RECT)DrawText(hDC, (LPCTSTR)Text, (INT)X, (INT)Y); } static char ReadKey() { static unsigned int lastKey = 0; static
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\{0,1,\infty\},q)$ as a quotient of a group Let $\mathbb{CP}^2\setminus \{0,1,\infty\}=\mathbb{C}\mathbb{P}^2/\langle (1,0) \rangle$, and consider the action of $\pi_1$ as a subgroup of $PSL_2\mathbb{C}=SL_2(\mathbb{C})$ given by conjugation of the matrix $A=\left( \begin{array}{cc}
\overline{a} & \overline{b} \\ \overline{c} & d \\ \end{array}\right)$. This action also extends to the universal cover $\mathbb{C}\mathbb{P}^2\to \mathbb{C}\mathbb{P}^2\setminus \{0,1,\infty\}$. One can compute $\pi_1(\mathbb{C}\mathbb{P}^2\setminus \{0,1,\infty\},q)$, where $q$ is

the fixed point of $\infty$: $A\cdot \infty = (0:\overline{0}:1)\in\mathbb{C}\mathbb{P}^2\setminus \{0,1,\infty\}$ Is there a natural description of this group in terms of a (finitely generated, say)
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